Clix For Cancer Team Challenge 2017
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Player name:

Team name:

The Clix For Cancer team challenge is the chance for you and up to two other team mates to prove yourselves as the best overall group in the days event. Using a
combination of achievements earned during the main tournament and side events you will earn points towards your teams total score. At the end of the day the team with the
most points will be declared the Heroes Of Albion 2017 and take home the coveted Golden Galactus trophy!
Any time you score an achievement please ask your opponent or a judge to confirm the achievement and sign it off for you. Be sure to hand your sheet back at the end of the
event to allow us time to tally up the totals.
Generic Achievements
Stocking up - Purchase 10 raffle tickets [1 point]

Flawless - Complete a game in which none of your
characters took damage [2 points]

Doing my part - Donate a prize [3 points]

Then, venom, to thy work - KO a character using
poison [1 point]

Bankrolled by Bruce - Spend 6 raffle tickets on
one die roll [3 points]

Curse your sudden but inevitable betrayal - KO
an opponent's character using Mind Control [1
point]

Returning champion - Be a previous Clix For
Cancer winner (Chris Shea, Matt Hardy, Rob
Buckley or Elliott Weights) [1 point]

Knocked senseless - KO a character with knock
back damage [1 point]

Stronger than Kal-El - KO a character from it's
starting line in one hit [1 point]

Traitor! - KO a character using a character that
has the same team ability OR non-generic keyword
[1 point]

Have we meta before? - KO a character with an
identical set number / name [1 point]

What reputation? - KO a Prime, Unique, Super
Rare or Chase figure with a Common or a
Bystander [1 point]

What are the chances of that?! - Prob a critical
hit into a miss [3 points]

Never tell me the odds! - Prob a critical miss into
a hit [3 points]

The bigger they come... - Have your lowest point
character KO the highest point opposing character
[2 points]

The harder they fall - Have your highest point
character KOd by the lowest point opposing
character [-1 point]

Tournament Achievements
Fight For The Cure - Take part in Clix For Cancer
2017 [1 point]

King Of The Hill - Win Clix For Cancer 2017 [5
points]

Always The Bridesmaid - Finish second in Clix
For Cancer 2017 [4 points]

Amongst The Best - Finish third/fourth in Clix For
Cancer 2017 [3 points]

Solid Competitor - End the Swiss tournament with
more than one win [2 points]

Great Lakes Avengers - End the Swiss
tournament with less than two wins [1 point]

Oops - Win a game in five rounds or less [2
points]

Teamwork Pays Off - Play a named theme team
in the Clix For Cancer tournament [1 point]

Friendly Fire - Defeat one of your team mates in
the Clix For Cancer tournament [1 point]

By The Skin Of Your Teeth - Win a match by
10pts or less [2 points]

I Didn't Know He Could Do That! - At the start of
a game you may choose a character on your force
150pts or more and select a non-passive power on
their opening click. Do not use that power for this
game. [1 point]

Target on their back - Defeat a previous Clix For
Cancer winner (Chris Shea, Matt Hardy, Rob
Buckley or Elliott Weights) [1 point] (This may be
scored multiple times)
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